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1 INTRODUCTION 
The note is aimed at Danish companies that purchase or consider pur-
chasing beef from Brazil or that for other reasons are exposed to sus-
tainability risks related to the Brazilian cattle supply chain.  
 
The objective is to map the current landscape of risk and mitigation strat-
egies in Brazil. As such, the emphasis is on issues still outstanding, 
which should in no way belittle the many achievements already made, 
the great majority of compliant and sustainable producers in Brazil, nor 
the positive prospects and ambitions of the new Brazilian administration. 
Indeed, the hope of the authors is that this report will give insights into 
the many promising risk mitigation initiatives and building blocks already 
available in Brazil. The note is thus meant to supplement and bring these 
together with potential risk areas in the beef supply chain being the mere 
starting point for the forward-looking analysis.  
 
Special attention is given to emerging solutions to the thorny issue of 
cleaning up indirect suppliers’ socio-environmental irregularities (a 
shorthand for deforestation/transgressions of Brazil’s Forest Code, en-
vironmental fines/embargoes1, invasions of indigenous lands and labor 
conditions akin to slavery). 
 
The issue of deforestation and indirect suppliers when sourcing beef 
from Brazil is of importance given that: 
 

 According to a recent Climate Champions report, the forest, land 
and agriculture industries contribute 22 percent to global emis-
sions, half of which come from deforestation driven by commod-
ities. Research suggests that the Brazilian cattle sector could be 
responsible for one-fifth of all emissions from commodity-driven 
deforestation across the entire tropics. 

 Nonetheless, according to the Investors Policy Dialogue on De-
forestation (IPDD) Initiative deforestation continues at a relent-
less rate with the tropics losing 11.1 million hectares of tree cover 
in 2021, including 3.75 hectares of primary forest, the type most 
critical to limiting global heating and biodiversity loss. More than 
40% of the latter loss occurred in Brazil.    

 Based on official data, roughly three quarters of all deforested 
areas in Brazil have historically become pasture or pasture/agri-
culture mosaics; 

 Brazil is the biggest non-EU supplier of frozen beef to the EU.2 

 State-of-the-art big data estimates based on official Brazilian 
data of  some 4.1 million heads traded to slaughterhouses in two 
important frontline states (Mato Grosso & Pará) indicate that 
roughly half of all slaughtered heads may be contaminated with 

 

1 An embargo is an interdiction to produce on land used in violation of deforestation 
limits laid down in the Brazilian Forest Code. 
2 Cf. EU-Deforestation-Law_Traceability-Viable-in-Brazilian-Beef-and-Soy-Supply-
Chains.pdf (chainreactionresearch.com) , p. 3. 

https://climatechampions.unfccc.int/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Why-net-zero-needs-zero-deforestation-now-June-2022.pdf
http://resources.trase.earth/documents/zuErmgassen-et-al._2020_PNAS.pdf
https://www.tropicalforestalliance.org/assets/IPDD/Final_IPDD-Deforestation-Report.pdf
https://www.tropicalforestalliance.org/assets/IPDD/Final_IPDD-Deforestation-Report.pdf
https://chainreactionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/EU-Deforestation-Law_Traceability-Viable-in-Brazilian-Beef-and-Soy-Supply-Chains.pdf
https://chainreactionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/EU-Deforestation-Law_Traceability-Viable-in-Brazilian-Beef-and-Soy-Supply-Chains.pdf
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potentially illegal deforestation from indirect suppliers, as the cat-
tle pass from one property to another before being slaughtered 
(roughly four times higher the proportion found when looking 
only at heads coming directly from properties to slaughter-
houses)3. The former proportion (roughly half) is also reflected in 
the estimated proportion of EU imports contaminated with poten-
tially illegal deforestation; 

 The recurrent stories in the mainstream press based on NGO’s 

and authorities uncovering deforestation in indirect suppliers in 

the cattle chain.4 The deforestation and traceability commit-

ments of industry players and their application in practice is 

constantly being challenged by close to real time on the ground 

data on deforestation produced by NGOs.5      

 The EU’s incoming due diligence deforestation regulation, which 
will impose mandatory due diligence obligations on companies 
to ensure that cattle products placed on the EU market do not 
come from land deforested or degraded after December 31st, 
2020. After political agreement between the EU legislators early 
December 2022, the central provisions of the regulation will be-
come applicable as of late summer 2024. However, a recent es-
timate based on a big sample of the direct and indirect suppliers 
of the three biggest Brazilian exporters of frozen beef to the EU 
indicates a considerable land area of deforestation alerts poten-
tially uncompliant with the upcoming regulation.6 This and other 
research indicates the need to considerably further scale up and 
accelerate existing corporate commitments and initiatives on 
monitoring and exclusion of deforestation in indirect supply 
chains.  

 

On this background, this note first sets out an account of the current 

status in terms of tackling deforestation when sourcing beef from Bra-

zil. Looking forward, the note then outlines possible due diligence strat-

egies focused on deforestation. As stated in the beginning, the note is 

primarily directed at purchasers of beef from Brazil but could have de-

rived benefits in downstream and financial sectors.7 

Disclaimer: both market and legislative status, expectations and re-
quirements are evolving dynamically. This report constitutes no official 
recommendation, approval or indication of any mitigation measure’s 
compliance therewith. It represents best efforts, but does not substitute 
 

3 The Rotten Apples of Brazil’s agribusiness, published in Science July 17th, 2020 • 
VOL 369 issue 6501. 
4 For one recent example, see https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/brazil-
audit-finds-17-cattle-bought-by-jbs-came-irregular-ranches-2022-12-15/ 
5 For an example of such an engagement tool see  Real-time Deforestation Monitor-
ing|AidEnvironment 
6 On the other hand, this and other research quoted above based on animal transport 
tion and rural cadastre data shows that despite challenges it is possible to expand 
traceability in cattle supply chain beyond direct suppliers using existing systems and 
tools. See p. 9-10 in the hyperlink for a discussion of the methodology of the estimate.   
7 For the financial sector, Global Canopy’s Finance Sector Roadmap for eliminating 

commodity-driven deforestation highlights how that sector can work with companies to 

encourage them to address deforestation-risks. 

https://chainreactionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/JBS-Marfrig-and-Minerva-Unlikely-Compliant-with-Upcoming-EU-Deforestation-Law-1.pdf
https://chainreactionresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/JBS-Marfrig-and-Minerva-Unlikely-Compliant-with-Upcoming-EU-Deforestation-Law-1.pdf
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.reuters.com/business/environment/brazil-audit-finds-17-cattle-bought-by-jbs-came-irregular-ranches-2022-12-15/__;!!Prj2KelAwpywYnARIQsmmHCn!MKGuBV0hf9k5sHrP0fiACrqGPaSCLLtfwo_k5Xe2co6NCJ8H5XAU6JJL3ZwNuDqFtP6GbvaOh0zHUd8$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.reuters.com/business/environment/brazil-audit-finds-17-cattle-bought-by-jbs-came-irregular-ranches-2022-12-15/__;!!Prj2KelAwpywYnARIQsmmHCn!MKGuBV0hf9k5sHrP0fiACrqGPaSCLLtfwo_k5Xe2co6NCJ8H5XAU6JJL3ZwNuDqFtP6GbvaOh0zHUd8$
https://aidenvironment.org/project/real-time-deforestation-monitoring/
https://aidenvironment.org/project/real-time-deforestation-monitoring/
https://guidance.globalcanopy.org/
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companies’ own due diligence duties and does not claim to be complete, 
exact and up-to-date in all respects. The Danish Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs cannot be held liable for its use, which is merely meant as a starting 
point and guide of inspiration. Furthermore, this note focuses on defor-
estation and related rights issues and therefore does not deal in detail 
with all aspects of responsible business conduct, while sourcing from 
Brazil. 
 
The Trade Council (part of the Danish diplomatic mission in São Paulo) 
is available to help Danish importers update or develop their current due 
diligence strategy for import of beef from Brazil – please refer to section 
5 for our contact details.  

2 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS 
 

In practice, traceability will be central to identifying cattle products con-
taminated by deforestation in order to avoid its import into the EU. Brazil 
already possesses the necessary building blocks to build a traceability 
system for a sustainable cattle supply chain. The challenge that remains 
is more one of putting them together and deploying them. Some first 
attempts at providing such deforestation-free traceability and transpar-
ency to the supply chain exist.   
 
A fundamental divide in this respect runs between on the one hand a 
universal, public system (SeloVerde) open to external oversight that in-
cludes all farmers, and on the other hand certification systems, which 
are partial, voluntary and privately run and audited. Both have draw-
backs. 
 
The public system (SeloVerde) is limited in geographic scope, while the 
private systems run by the big Brazilian meatpackers - at least in the 
short run - remain limited in number of cattle heads they cover and not 
without vulnerabilities from a due diligence point of view. As an example, 
the audits of the private systems have been shown in the past to have 
a mixed track record in terms of accuracy and reliability. In this context, 
it is relevant to remember the words of the impact assessment report 
accompanying the European Commission’s proposal for a due diligence 
deforestation regulation: 
 
“Certification (or verification) schemes may, in some cases, contribute 
to achieving compliance with the due diligence requirement; however 
the use of certification does not automatically imply compliance with due 
diligence obligations. There is abundant literature on certification 
schemes shortcomings in terms of governance, transparency, clarity of 
standards, reliability of monitoring systems, etc.”8 

 

8 KOM (2021) 0706 - SWD-dokument: 1_EN_impact_assessment_part1_v5.pdf 
(eu.dk) , p. 40. 

https://amigosdaterra.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ADT-tac-compromisso-EN.pdf
https://www.eu.dk/samling/20211/kommissionsforslag/kom(2021)0706/forslag/1829981/2483356.pdf
https://www.eu.dk/samling/20211/kommissionsforslag/kom(2021)0706/forslag/1829981/2483356.pdf
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Current status 

 
It cannot be denied that Brazil’s cattle sector has had a mixed history in 
terms of sustainability, including regular press reports of environmental 
irregularities discovered by NGO’s and even run-ins with Brazil’s public 
prosecution service9. The latter has led to highly relevant protocols on 
how the Brazilian meatpackers should monitor their commitments con-
cerning cattle suppliers - commitments formally known as Terms of Ad-
justment of Conduct or TAC - as well as protocols on how they should 
audit those commitments. 
 
The purpose of the monitoring and auditing of these commitments is to 
curb the sale of bovine products derived from illegally deforested areas 
in the Brazilian Amazon, ranches that use slave labor, lack environmen-
tal licenses, are located on indigenous land or in protected areas, or 
present other environmental and social irregularities. 
 
The monitoring protocol describes how the meatpacker - a likely supplier 
to foreign companies - should check for each of these issues. The mon-
itoring protocols are elaborated by the Public Ministry (MPF) (Brazil’s 
federal Prosecution Service) in cooperation with a NGO called Imaflora. 
The protocol covers the Amazon biome. A similar voluntary protocol ex-
ists for the Cerrado biome (Brazilian savannah).  
 
In this context, Imaflora leads the ‘Beef-on-Track platform’ to provide 
expertise on monitoring tools, policies and procedures. This process has 
already led to some improvement of the above-mentioned mixed track 
record in terms of reliability of meatpackers’ audits. Importantly, some 
50 out of 153 slaughterhouses in the Amazon are now subject to TAC-
audits by certification bodies approved by the MPF. More details and a 
search filter can be found here10. The search filter currently covers the 
states of Pará and Mato Grosso, but the states of Amazonas, Acre and 
Rondonia might be covered in the foreseeable future. 
 
The protocols - and the beef-on-track processes - are currently limited 
to the first tier/direct cattle suppliers. Cleaning up environmental irregu-
larities here is certainly a necessary first step with considerable out-
standing work still to do, but obviously doesn’t address the environmen-
tal irregularities concentrated further upstream in the value chain/earlier 
in the lifecycle of the cattle. Therefore, while sourcing in the Amazon 

 

9 For more detail see pp. 7-11 in Mekon-Ecology-2020-Beef-Leather-Supply-Chain-
Latin-America-Europe-vFINAL.pdf (mekonecology.net). 
10 In addition to the TAC-disciplines, the search filter also covers decade-old public 

livestock deforestation commitments by the three big meatpackers (Minerva, Marfrig 

and JBS), which go beyond mere legal commitments. Unfortunately, the audit process 

is reportedly not very strong. Beef-on-track is developing better audit techniques that it 

would definitely be recommendable to engage trading partners/meatpackers to imple-

ment in the framework of the public commitments. 
 

https://www.beefontrack.org/public/media/arquivos/1599054238-monitoring_protocol_cattle_suppliers_amazon.pdf
https://www.cerradoprotocol.net/the-cerrado-protocol
https://www.beefontrack.org/transparency
https://mekonecology.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Mekon-Ecology-2020-Beef-Leather-Supply-Chain-Latin-America-Europe-vFINAL.pdf
https://mekonecology.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Mekon-Ecology-2020-Beef-Leather-Supply-Chain-Latin-America-Europe-vFINAL.pdf
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from companies and slaughterhouses subject to TAC audits would cer-
tainly be better than Amazon slaughterhouses without, it still doesn’t 
provide sufficient deforestation due diligence assurance. 
 

Market expectations from the consumer goods industry 

  
Market pressure for deforestation free cattle supply chains is also being 
articulated to an increasing degree by the consumer goods industry. No-
tably, the Forest Positive Coalition of the Consumer Goods Forum (FPC-
CFG) - a CEO-led initiative representing 21 major international compa-
nies in the industry - has developed guidance that also take into account 
upstream tiers or indirect suppliers. This is very important since most 
problems in the cattle sector are hidden not in the last farm before the 
slaughterhouse, but in earlier farms through which the cattle migrate 
from birth to slaughterhouse (sometimes giving rise to so-called cattle 
washing, which several times has attracted negative publicity in the 
mainstream press). 
  
The main questions to ask of one’s supplier/meatpacker, as per FPC-
CFG guidance, are the following: 
 

 Do the plants and abattoirs in the supply chain of this product 
monitor the purchase of cattle sourced from the Amazon in com-
pliance with the Term of Adjustments of Conduct (TACs) agreed 
in 2009? 

 How many percent of the total cattle heads in the supply chain 
of this product is purchased in a traceable way to a) direct and 
b) indirect suppliers? 

 How many percent of the total cattle heads in the supply chain 
of this product comply with the Monitoring Protocols for Cattle 
Suppliers in the Amazon respectively the Cerrado?  

 Do you have a procedure in place to individually respond and act 
(both positively and negatively) to producers’ performance with 
clear consequences at procurement level? 

 Have you implemented the unified audit protocol for cattle com-
mitments in the Amazon? (The TACs and Protocols mentioned 
above)?  

 

Dialogue with business partners on deforestation: the devil in the 

detail 

 
The above standards of the monitoring and audit protocols have essen-
tially been taken on board by some of the main meatpackers themselves 
as parameters for the commodity implementation plans foreseen in the 
Agriculture Roadmap put forward by 14 of the world’s largest agro-com-
modity traders and processors at COP 27 in Egypt, cf. p. 29. 
 
It therefore seems logical to put them at the center of business dialogue 
with upstream suppliers from Brazil keeping in mind that effective imple-
mentation and roll-out is key. For example, only partial coverage in 

https://www.theconsumergoodsforum.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2021-CGF-FPC-Guidance-for-FP-Meatpackers-in-Brazil-EN.pdf
https://www.beefontrack.org/public/media/arquivos/1599054238-monitoring_protocol_cattle_suppliers_amazon.pdf
https://www.cerradoprotocol.net/the-cerrado-protocol
https://www.beefontrack.org/public/media/arquivos/1642789717-protocolo_de_auditoria-_ingles_-_boi_na_linha_-_imaflora_-_060-8088_v2_alt2.pdf
https://www.tropicalforestalliance.org/assets/Agriculture-Sector-Roadmap-November-2022-v2.pdf
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terms of deforestation free products traceable to indirect suppliers will 
not be sufficient once the central provisions of the aforementioned EU 
due diligence regulation on deforestation become applicable. 
 
One central question to engage upstream suppliers on is if they apply 
traceability and monitoring systems that cross-reference farms (the 
property polygon in the corporate jargon) and animal transportation sys-
tems generated by their monitoring systems (or certified geo-referenc-
ing) with up-to-date public deforestation databases and how they apply 
that to their procurement systems:  
 

 Is the entire supply chain of the slaughterhouse in question cov-
ered both in terms of geographical scope and in terms of indirect 
suppliers to avoid contamination by deforestation?  

 Are internal procurement and blocking systems up to date and 
effectively applied across that same spectrum?  

 Is a third party verification by a recognized certification body in 
place to vouch for the above?  

3 DUE DILIGENCE STRATEGIES 
A good starting point, when considering procuring beef from Brazil, is 
the guide published by Preferred by Nature and financed by Danida. In 
the risk mitigation guide, the sections on illegal labor practices, land ten-
ure rights, environmental issues, conversion and traceability are espe-
cially relevant for the issues covered in this note. 

Trase 

 
A supplement to or first step in a due diligence check on one’s supplier 
could be to employ sustainable sourcing filter techniques to steer clear 
of or be extra careful with suppliers or areas with bad deforestation rec-
ords. To give an example of the relevance of such an approach: Accord-
ing to a recent background document prepared by Mekon Ecology to the 
Amsterdam Declarations Partnership (ADP) the ‘cattle supply range’ of 
Brazilian Amazon slaughterhouses coincide with 88% of all deforesta-
tion between 2010-2015. 
 
Trase is a sustainable supply chain mapping tool based on production, 
trade and customs data that allows you to rank traders and sourcing 
areas (in Brazil: municipalities).11 Trase shows trade flows from munici-
pality of origin, exporter group, importer to destination country and the 
associated sustainability risks.12 
 

 

11 In its standard version, Trase follows the trade flow of the commodity with its starting 

point in the exporting country. It therefore cannot capture complex re-export (say, 

when beef is processed in another European country and if it thereby changes HS- 

code before re-export to Denmark). 
12 Below follow just a few general examples of what Trase can do. Professional users 

can go more in-depth. Questions to info@trase.earth.   

https://preferredbynature.org/sourcinghub/beef/beef-brazil
https://mekonecology.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Mekon-Ecology-2020-Beef-Leather-Supply-Chain-Latin-America-Europe-vFINAL.pdf
https://www.trase.earth/
mailto:info@trase.earth
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Trase allows you to identify very significant differences in exposure to 
deforestation between traders and sourcing areas thus making it a use-
ful transparency tool for a first-level due diligence check.  
 
A new feature in Trase supply chain called data explorer allows you to 
compare the deforestation exposure of various exporting or importing 
companies or of various states or municipalities visualized on a map in 
both absolute and relative terms (relative to production volume thus 
providing a direct comparison of the intensity of the deforestation expo-
sure). For example, you can pick an exporting company and compare 
its exposure to deforestation in various municipalities visualized on a 
map. 
 
Reportedly, Trase is also preparing a dedicated explainer expected in 
April 2023 with updated numbers from 2018-2020 containing an easy-
to-consult visualization of the absolute and relative deforestation expo-
sure of various meatpackers as well as information on the municipalities 
responsible for 95% of cattle driven deforestation risk in Brazil. Such 
information can also be found (with more effort) on Trase supply chain, 
and with ease you will find information there on, for example, the top 50 
municipalities and logistics hubs in terms of cattle deforestation expo-
sure. 

Trase limits and complementary monitoring and traceability 

tools 

 
Trase typically operates with a time-lag of some three years, and should 
be updated with numbers from 2018 to 2020 by April 2023. As a supple-
ment, Trase is reportedly preparing a forward-looking sourcing tool, 
whereby one can estimate the likelihood that areas deforested after a 
recent cut-off date will eventually be turned into cattle pasture. 
 
In addition, Trase does not directly attribute responsibility for deforesta-
tion to producers, as it (typically) does not have access to data on pre-
cise sourcing patterns back to individual farms.  
 
On this background, the Accountability Framework Initiative has devel-
oped a risk assessment tool to manage deforestation risk in supply 
chains combining Trase and Global Forest Watch Pro. 
 
The purpose is to create a complementary traceability and monitoring 
tool as GFW Pro can go back to either jurisdiction, supply shed or farm 
level and uses geospatial data to monitor forests in near real time. In 
addition, it can assist with reporting (benchmarking and assessing pro-
gress over time). In short, the risk assessment tool provides a way to 
map supply chains, assess risk, manage suppliers, and monitor and re-
port results.  
  

https://explore.trase.earth/explore/BRAZIL/BEEF/commodity_deforestation_total_exposure?region_type=MUNICIPALITY&region_level=6
https://accountability-framework.org/keys-to-progress-and-transparency-the-deforestation-risk-toolset/
https://pro.globalforestwatch.org/
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Seloverde  

 

Selo Verde (green label) is the first public, transparent, universal and 
free traceability platform in Brazil to assess deforestation in the soy, cat-
tle and other agricultural supply chains. 
 
The Selo Verde platform provides evidence-based information on the 
cattle and soy supply chains by integrating various governmental da-
tasets to enable full traceability, including direct and, importantly, indi-
rect cattle supply: the platform thus brings together datasets such as 
satellite-based deforestation monitoring, analysis of compliance of the 
Brazilian Forest Code (limiting how much you may legally deforest on a 
given farm area); environmental embargoes (fines in the shape of an 
interdiction to produce on land used in violation of the Forest Code), 
registries on cattle movement throughout the life-cycle (known as GTA), 
as well as data on indigenous and conservation areas and labor prac-
tices analogous to slavery. It is universal meaning it does so for each 
rural property in the state of Pará. 
 
Selo Verde works by introducing the mandatory number each rural prop-
erty needs to have in the Rural Environmental Registry (the CAR num-
ber). By requiring the CAR number from one’s trading partner, economic 
actors with an exposure to the cattle industry in Pará such as banks, 
slaughterhouses, and retailers can independently access via Selo Verde 
the environmental status of the rural properties providing the cattle prod-
ucts you intend to buy. The environmental status is expressed by each 
rural property receiving a label according to its level of environmental 
compliance and cattle traceability status. 
 
So far, Selo Verde is only implemented in Pará. Pará is a significant 
frontline state in the Amazon with some 11% of Brazil’s heads of cattle. 
There are discussions to extend the Selo Verde system to other states 
in the Amazon. Importantly, a political commitment has been made to 
introduce the system in Minas Gerais. Unlike Pará, Minas Gerais has 
farms approved to export to the EU from a veterinary-sanitary point of 
view (the so-called Traces list). 

An example of private traceability providers: Safe Trace/Conecta  

 
A possible course of action is to draw upon a private geo-monitoring 
company to assist you with monitoring your supply chain and compli-
ance with your procurement protocol13. There are several such compa-
nies in the Brazilian market (make sure to check for absence of conflict 
of interest). One example with clients in the consumer goods sector is-
called Safe Trace. 
 
Safe Trace only covers the first tier, but has developed a platform called 
Conecta, which is a traceability and transparency tool with full coverage 
of the beef production chain including indirect suppliers. Conecta aims 

 

13 NB: This cannot, however, be expected to release operators of their responsibilities 

under the incoming EU-regulation on due diligence and deforestation. 

https://www.semas.pa.gov.br/seloverde/
http://www.safetrace.com.br/st2010/Pagina.do?idSecao=26
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to facilitate the secure exchange of data between the different links in 
the beef chain using block chain technology.  
 
By voluntarily joining the Conecta platform, ranchers authorize the sys-
tem to access the environmental data of their property and the health 
data of their herd in the official databases of the Federal states and the 
Union. The platform is able to aggregate existing information on direct 
suppliers, identify related indirect suppliers and conduct analyzes in or-
der to expand the monitoring of the socio-environmental situation for the 
entire supply chain. 
 
Retailers, the financial market and other clients can establish their socio-
environmental regularity protocols at Conecta, so that they are known 
by meatpackers and producers, including meatpackers and their direct 
and indirect suppliers. In practical terms, the system works by the im-
porter stating his direct supplier and procurement protocol (require-
ments). The Platform will then check the socio-environmental creden-
tials of the indirect suppliers. 
 
Safe Trace/Conecta can help define a protocol/what to ask of the supply 
chain but the most obvious things to ask to be checked are the following: 
 

 No deforestation in the whole supply chain including indirect sup-
pliers based on GTA, spatial images, geolocation and data on 
property (CAR) and deforestation; 

 no environmental embargoes at either State or Federal level, cf. 
the monitoring protocols for Amazon and Cerrado; 

 no production on indigenous land and in (bio-)conservation units; 

 no labor practices analogous to slavery, and 

 a productivity check (no more than 3 heads pr. hectare as a 
backstop indicator against cattle washing loop holes in the shape 
of undocumented cattle having made its way through the farm).  

 
Safe Trace has historically focused on Pará, and indeed relies on Selo 
Verde, but is spreading into other Brazilian states specifically Mato 
Grosso and Rondônia checking the socio-environmental credentials of 
the several thousands of direct suppliers of Marfrig. 
 
According to Safe Trace, the gaps in the first tier have already been 
checked in Mato Grosso and the company can vouch for full cycle pro-
ducers of Marfrig in that state (some 50% of Marfrig’s total). The next 
step in both states is to focus on indirect suppliers in non-consolidated 
areas (meaning excluding consolidated agricultural areas deforested 
before 2009 and therefore considered low risk today).   
 
Because of these geographic limits to traceability checks on indirect 
suppliers an alternative in areas not covered by Safe Trace could be to 
develop and implement a procurement protocol based on a geographic 
approach. Central to such an approach would be criteria to avoid sourc-
ing from abattoirs and slaughterhouses whose cattle supply range over-
lap with deforestation hotspots. A cattle supply range usually covers a 
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300km radius (100km should cover about 70% of suppliers creating pos-
sible loopholes). This is only a rough filter as slaughterhouses do to 
some extent source indirectly from far away, and therefore not a substi-
tute for drawing on Trase data and thereby on the cattle movement reg-
istry data. 
 
For the definition of such hotspots one could build on Imazon’s mapping 
of current deforestation risk areas: This could be combined with the work 
done by Brazilian NGO IPAM that ascribes 32 % of deforestation in the 
Amazon biome to land grabbing in undesignated public forests with the 
potential to reach half of the annual forest destruction in the Amazon. 
 
While not exhaustive, such an approach would be a clear market signal 
to at least the jurisdictions concerned of a zero-tolerance policy for some 
of the worst socio-environmental irregularities. 
 
 

4 LOOKING AHEAD 
 
The Agriculture Roadmap put forward by 14 of the world’s largest agro-
commodity traders and processors at COP 27 in Egypt contains some 
interesting pointers and commitments among which: 
 

 to provide support to the Beef on Track platform to ensure ex-
pansion to cover indirect suppliers. 

 to work with other stakeholders to scale up Selo Verde to other 
Brazilian states. 

 

In the context of an incoming Brazilian Government in 2023 with a high 

environmental profile, it shall be interesting to see if a universal and 

transparent traceability platform will be extended to a significantly larger 

number of Brazilian states. This could become (the beginning of) a game 

changer in terms of allowing the supply chain to identify deforestation 

compliant beef products. 

 

  

https://imazon.org.br/en/imprensa/artificial-intelligence-platform-estimates-deforestation-risk-of-15-thousand-km%C2%B2-in-the-brazilian-amazon-in-2022/
https://ipam.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Amazon-on-Fire-7-en.pdf
https://www.tropicalforestalliance.org/assets/Agriculture-Sector-Roadmap-November-2022-v2.pdf
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5 OUR CONTACTS 
 

The Trade Council in Brazil stands ready to help companies and institu-

tions with an interest in understanding sustainability risks related to the 

Brazilian beef sector. We can help you reach out to relevant partners 

but also assist on ground with concrete due diligence activities based 

on our many years of experience in the food and agro sector and vast 

local network within sustainable value chains. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stefan Ilcus; Advisor for 

Sustainable Value Chains  

Cell: +55 11 93472688 

E-mail: steilc@um.dk  

Alexandre Hornemann; 

Commercial Advisor for Food and Agriculture 

Cell: +55 11 994499254 

E-mail: alexho@um.dk 

https://mysites/Person.aspx?accountname=U1%5Calexho
https://mysites/Person.aspx?accountname=U1%5Csteilc
mailto:steilc@um.dk
mailto:alexho@um.dk


 

 

The Trade Council is part of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. We advise Danish 

companies in export, internationalization and innovation as well as foreign compa-

nies that want to establish themselves in Denmark. With a presence in more than 

70 countries, where we are represented at embassies, consulates general, trade 

offices and innovation centres, we have a close collaboration with the business 

world and a strong knowledge of local markets. 

 

 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF DENMARK  

Sao Paulo Consulate General 

+55 11 2127-0750 

saogkl@um.dk 

Danmark i Brasilien (um.dk) 

  

 

mailto:saogkl@um.dk
https://brasilien.um.dk/

